
Living a Prosperous Life  

How Do You Live Your Life? 

 

Rate the following statements:       Always   Often   Seldom    Never 

 

Your daily activities are well organized.      

 

When you wake in the morning, you know what activities  

have the highest level of importance to your well-being. 

 

You tend to do those things first rather than focusing  

on things that are more urgent.  

 

You feel like you don’t have enough time to accomplish 

what “needs to be done.”  

 

You find yourself doing unproductive busy work to avoid  

dealing with the unknowns of more important matters 

 

You still have friends who engage in conversations about  

how challenging, unfair or troubled their lives are. 

 

You meditate every day.       

 

You practice Spiritual Mind Treatment every day. 

 

You watch or listen to news and accept what you hear as  

true. 

 

At the end of each day you feel satisfied with what you’ve  
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accomplished. 

How Do You Use Your Energy? 
 

              Always   Often   Seldom    Never  

You are energetic, enthusiastic and happy to be alive.          

You enjoy every day, no matter what you’re doing. 

You are outcome oriented.       

You are deeply committed to your spiritual awakening. 

You have an abundance of energy throughout your day. 

You are using your energy wisely. 

 

You engage in superficial conversations. 

You engage in unhealthy dietary practices. 

Your daily routine is erratic and unpredictable. 

You have addictive behaviors that you haven’t been able  

to stop. 

You experience restlessness during your day. 

Your senses are often overly stimulated. 

You get less than an adequate amount of sleep. 

You find yourself habitually daydreaming or fantasizing. 

You worry about things. 

You have periods of elevated stress. 

 

Your thoughts are generally constructive. 

You expect the best possible outcomes to circumstances. 

You find value in difficult situations. 

You take time from ongoing activities to recharge yourself. 

You like to learn about new things. 

You spend time with people who have more education than you.              
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You spend time with people who have more money than you.     

          

How Do You Use Your Talents and Abilities? 

           Always   Often   Seldom    Never 

You live as though your potential is limitless.    

Your desires are constructive and life enhancing. 

What you think, say and do are the same. 

You aware of your talents and abilities.            

You remember to use your talents and abilities  
to their fullest extent. 

You seek to live more effectively. 

You seek to learn from your missteps. 

If you don’t understand something, you seek clarification. 

You are self-motivated to do more than you are asked to do. 

You have a clear sense of your life purpose.  

You can clearly articulate your purpose. 

You enjoy using your intellectual abilities. 

You easily access and apply your intuitive abilities. 

You trust your intuitive nature. 

You address challenges by imagining ideal outcomes. 

You are open to previously unimagined possibilities. 

  If always or often, give an example: ____________________________________________ 

You consider what’s important to other people in your life. 

You consciously state what intended outcome you desire. 

You believe in your own ability to succeed no matter what. 

When you do something poorly, your inner critic pounces. 

When someone criticizes you, you take it personally. 

You genuinely like yourself. 

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           

                           



You think other people generally like you. 

 

When everyone at your table has completed answering these questions, have a 

conversation about anything you discovered about yourself that was new to you or 

noteworthy. 

 

When that’s complete, write a statement to yourself about what you are willing to 

commit to doing differently. 

 

Resistance to change is the great enemy of success and prosperity. 

 

 


